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Objectives
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• In March 2020, the Institute of Transportation of Engineers (ITE) published new
guidelines for determining yellow change intervals for left turns

• The Extended Kinematic Equation (M. Järlström - 2015)
• This equation accounts for turning vehicles needing more yellow time

because they decelerate before making turning maneuvers
• Previous guidelines assumed constant speed for all vehicles approaching an

intersection
• Evaluate the new recommendation using real-world vehicle trajectories from

the Ann Arbor Connected Vehicle test Environment (AACVTE)

Current Practices and Guidelines
• Properly timed yellow change intervals should give you enough time to safely

cross the stop bar if you can not safely stop
• Otherwise, there will be a “dilemma zone,” where drivers can neither safely stop

before the stop bar nor pass it before the red indication.
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Observed Speed Profile Results
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Key Takeaways

Extended vs. Proposed Speed Profiles

Proposed Kinematic Modifications

Contact: Henry Liu (henryliu@umich.edu)

• Deceleration in free-flowing left-turning vehicles as they approach the
intersection may create a dilemma zone if the yellow change interval is
calculated according to the original kinematic equation

• The extended kinematic equation proposed by ITE will overestimate the
required yellow change interval:

1. Deceleration before the braking point shortens the critical distance
2. The average traversing speed through the critical distance is higher as

vehicles decelerate at a moderate rate instead of the maximum rate
• The proposed kinematic modifications can provide enough time for 85% of the

vehicles, thus eliminating the dilemma zone for left-turning vehicles
• The equation will underestimate the required clearance interval as the average

traversing speed through the intersection is slower than the intersection entry
speed.
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• 262 free-flowing trajectories were identified from 24,460 left-turning
trajectories at 4 intersections on Plymouth Road in Ann Arbor, MI

• Free-flowing speed profiles from four movements

Plymouth Rd. and Green Rd. EBL Plymouth Rd. and Green Rd. SBL

Plymouth Rd. and Nixon Rd. EBL Plymouth Rd. and Murfin Ave. NBL
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Green Rd. EBL Y 𝒗𝒗𝟎𝟎 𝒗𝒗𝒆𝒆 𝒗𝒗𝒄𝒄 𝒗𝒗𝒓𝒓
Original 4.1 42.0 - - -

Extended 5.1 42.0 28.6 - -
Proposed 4.4 - 28.6 40.7 39.1
Observed 4.3 - - - -

Green Rd. SBL Y 𝒗𝒗𝟎𝟎 𝒗𝒗𝒆𝒆 𝒗𝒗𝒄𝒄 𝒗𝒗𝒓𝒓
Original 3.7 36.3 - - -

Extended 4.6 36.3 24.3 - -
Proposed 3.7 - 24.3 33.9 32.1
Observed 3.8 - - - -

Nixon Rd. EBL Y 𝒗𝒗𝟎𝟎 𝒗𝒗𝒆𝒆 𝒗𝒗𝒄𝒄 𝒗𝒗𝒓𝒓
Original 4.2 43.1 - - -

Extended 5.7 43.1 22.6 - -
Proposed 4.6 - 22.6 38.8 37.5
Observed 4.2 - - - -

Murfin Ave. NBL Y 𝒗𝒗𝟎𝟎 𝒗𝒗𝒆𝒆 𝒗𝒗𝒄𝒄 𝒗𝒗𝒓𝒓
Original 3.7 37.3 - - -

Extended 4.5 37.3 26.4 - -
Proposed 4.1 - 26.4 36.8 35.8
Observed 4.1 - - - -
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